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Do you know how to 'fix' Microsoft? This viral video has some ideas.




Sean Endicott 

published 3 April 24



Can we fix it?
YouTuber Sam Tucker suggests several ways to fix Microsoft in a recent video, including removing ads from Windows 11 and launching the Surface Neo.
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Microsoft reportedly wants more people working on its Copilot AI projects from the Teams app staff, despite its recent unbundling from Office 365




Kevin Okemwa 

published 3 April 24



COPILOT FOCUS
According to a leaked internal memo, Microsoft is transitioning employees from its Teams chat app to work on Copilot AI products.
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Amazon's latest merch collaboration with Fallout embraces Vault Dweller-core for protective eyewear with Gunnar




Cole Martin 

published 3 April 24



Vault Dweller-core
Retro-futuristic style inspired by Pip-boy meets Gunnar protective eyewear to celebrate the Fallout TV series.
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Eternal Strands is a new game from former BioWare and Ubisoft devs, and it's coming to Xbox Series X|S and Windows PC in 2025




Samuel Tolbert 

published 2 April 24



🧗
Yellow Brick Games, a team led by developers from BioWare and Ubisoft, introduces a new game called Eternal Strands, which is coming to Xbox Series X|S and Windows PC.
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Diablo 4 will change forever in Season 4, but you don't have to wait to try it




Jennifer Young 

published 2 April 24



PTR
Diablo 4 just got its first ever Public Test Realm (PTR) for the public to test it's game changing Season 4 updates before they hit the full game. Here's how to access it.
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AI safety researcher warns there's a 99.999999% probability AI will end humanity, but Elon Musk "conservatively" dwindles it down to 20% and says it should be explored more despite inevitable doom




Kevin Okemwa 

published 2 April 24



DOOMED 💀💀
Elon Musk indicated that "there's some chance that it will end humanity, further placing the likelihood of this happening between 10 and 20 percent.
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AI safety researcher warns there's a 99.999999% probability AI will end humanity, but Elon Musk "conservatively" dwindles it down to 20% and says it should be explored more despite inevitable doom
AI might doom humanity, but Elon Musk says it should be explored even more either way. 



DOOMED 💀💀
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Apparently, ChatGPT and Microsoft Copilot can't create a simple white image, but AI already renders architecture and graphic design jobs obsolete
Generative image tools can easily create the super complex, but they're still super dumb when it comes to the simple.



CAN'T DO!
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Eternal Strands is a new game from former BioWare and Ubisoft devs, and it's coming to Xbox Series X|S and Windows PC in 2025
Yellow Brick Games introduce a new third-person action-adventure game, Eternal Strands.



🧗
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7 essential tech travel tips and preparation skills for your next trip
If you're traveling with tech for work or play, here are the best tips and tricks to prepare you for anything. 



Tech travel tips
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Minecraft's April Fools' joke was so good, people are angry that it isn't real content
Although, it's nothing compared to what's coming in update 1.21!



April Fools!
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The Dell XPS 14, our Editor in Chief's favorite laptop of 2024, is already on sale, and you can save big on the XPS 16 as well
Despite only launching last month, the Dell XPS 14 and XPS 16 are already on sale.



New hotness
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The Overwatch 2 April Fools' Day patch notes are here, and they're, uh, "really, really, really balanced"
Overwatch 2's new April Fools' mode "Balanced Overwatch" is live in the Arcade.



April Fools
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AI in gaming dominated GDC 2024, and some of it actually won this skeptic over
I'm not eager for our AI future, but some uses for it did impress me at GDC.



AI in Gaming
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Intel shows how AI PCs have the potential to help humanity in ways we've never seen
Intel has created the hardware, now we need devs to step up with software that shows off its abilities.



Intel AI
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Microsoft is bringing back this excellent File Explorer feature I bet you didn't know existed or had been removed



By

Sean Endicott 

published 2 April 24



Back again
Windows 11 may soon support dragging and dropping content into the File Explorer address bar. That feature was removed with Windows 11 23H2 but can now be tested if you have the right tools.






Back again
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What's next for Windows 11? Microsoft prepares early 24H2 release for Arm PCs and major AI update this fall



By

Zac Bowden 

published 2 April 24



The Schedule
Windows 11 version 24H2 will ship first on new Arm PCs before rolling out to everyone later this year.






The Schedule
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OpenAI will finally let you use ChatGPT without an account — This isn't an April Fools' gambit either, it's just rolling out in waves



By

Kevin Okemwa 

published 2 April 24



FREE ACCESS
OpenAI recently announced that users can now access ChatGPT an account, further indicating that this makes it easier for users to experience the potential of AI.






FREE ACCESS
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Microsoft Edge for Android now supports installing ANY extension... with some work



By

Sean Endicott 

published 2 April 24



coming soon!
Microsoft started testing support for running any extension in Edge for Android recently. The process requires several steps right now, but it shows a promising future for the browser.






coming soon!
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How to enable screen saver on Windows 11



By

Mauro Huculak 

last updated 2 April 24



Screen Saver
On Windows 11, you can still use the legacy screen saver, and in this guide, I'll explain the steps to enable and configure the legacy feature.






Screen Saver
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How to set a static IP address on a Raspberry Pi



By

Richard Devine 

last updated 3 April 24



Static
The Raspberry Pi is a fine addition to your home for a crazy number of reasons, but you'll probably need a static IP for it first.






Static
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Best 2-in-1 laptops 2024: Transforming touchscreens with stylus support and more



By

Zac Bowden 

last updated 3 April 24



Updated
These are the absolute best 2-in-1 laptops you can get right now.






Updated
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Best desktop PC accessories 2024: Get the perfect computer setup



By

Rebecca Spear 

published 2 April 24



Essentials
To get the best experience out of your computer setup, you want to use the best PC accessories. Here are our top picks.






Essentials
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ASUS Zenbook Duo (2024) UX8406 review: Perfecting the dual-screen touch experience with 120Hz OLED



By

Ben Wilson 

published 29 March 24



Review
Refining the Zenbook Duo for 2024, the UX8406 is a near-perfect example of how ASUS can create stellar laptops for Windows.






Review
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Dell XPS 14 (9440) review: An outstanding Windows laptop, thanks to its minimalist design, superior display, and powerful graphics



By

Daniel Rubino 

last updated 28 March 24



Review
Slightly larger than the XPS 13 but much more powerful, Dell's new XPS 14 (9440) is a gorgeous feat in engineering, performance, and design.






Review
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Snapdragon X Elite PCs aren't built for gaming, but this Baldur's Gate 3 demo is impressive



By

Sean Endicott 

published 28 March 24



Take a look!
Qualcomm's Snapdragon X Elite is powerful enough to run demanding programs in emulation.






Take a look!
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Revisit the Clan Invasion with this new standalone installment of the MechWarrior series



By

Alexander Cope 

published 2 April 24



Suit up!
Piranha Games Inc. has revealed the first gameplay trailer for MechWarrior 5: Clans, a spin-off and standalone title in the long-running MechWarrior series.






Suit up!
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"The bots have AT-ATs now": New Helldivers 2 update sneaks terrifying Automaton Factory Strider walkers and gunship swarms past the patch notes



By

Brendan Lowry 

published 2 April 24



Bot Upgrades
Following the arrival of a new Helldivers 2 patch, players are encountering new deadly Automaton walkers and gunships in the field.






Bot Upgrades
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Microsoft might be bringing a Copilot-like virtual agent to Xbox, designed to provide online support and facilitate game refunds



By

Kevin Okemwa 

published 2 April 24



AI SUPPORT
Microsoft is doubling down on its efforts and is potentially on course to bring AI to gaming and Xbox, starting with a virtual agent.






AI SUPPORT
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New Xbox Game Pass games (April 2024): What's coming, leaving soon



By

Zachary Boddy 

last updated 2 April 24



New to XGP
Every month means new Xbox Game Pass games. Keep track of everything coming and going with our comprehensive guide.






New to XGP
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Xbox Game Pass games list for Xbox console, PC, and xCloud 



By

Alexander Cope 

last updated 2 April 24



ALL the games
Do you need to know which games are available on Xbox Game Pass? Check out our list of Xbox Game Pass games and Xbox Perks currently on offer through Xbox consoles, PC, and xCloud.






ALL the games
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How to set up a headless Raspberry Pi on Windows 11: Flashing the OS, setting up Wi-Fi and SSH



By

Richard Devine 

last updated 3 April 24



How-to
Most Raspberry Pi users won't have it connected to a display, so here's how to get setup to run it headless.






How-to
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How to set up multiple monitors on Windows 10



By

Mauro Huculak 

last updated 2 April 24



Multi-monitor
These tips can be used to configure a multi-monitor setup on Windows 10, whether you're using a laptop, desktop, or powerful workstation.






Multi-monitor
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HyperX CloudX review (2023): Still one of the best-value gaming headsets money can buy



By

Chelsea Beardsmore 

last updated 27 March 24



HyperXbox
The HyperX CloudX review: Despite its age, the CloudX is still one of the best-value wired Xbox and PC headsets out there.






HyperXbox
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Elgato's '4K X' brings even more improvements to its USB capture card with 4K 144Hz and HDR10 recording support



By

Zac Bowden 

published 27 March 24



Review
The Elgato 4K X is the company’s latest external capture card, which offers several key improvements, including support for recording up to 4K 144Hz with VRR and HDR10 content.






Review
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It took our editor three years to find a better gaming keyboard than this, and a limited-time discount brings it to its best price ever



By

Sean Endicott 

published 26 March 24



Old but gold
The Razer Huntsman V2 Analog is still a solid gaming keyboard today, despite launching in 2021. You can buy it right now at its lowest price ever.






Old but gold
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Elgato Stream Deck+ review: So much more than a streaming tool



By

Harish Jonnalagadda 

published 24 March 24



Review
A year after its launch, Elgato's Stream Deck+ continues to be the best choice if you need an analog control pad with plenty of customizability.






Review
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